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Agenda
Item
1.

Pages
APOLOGIES
To receive any apologies for absence.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To disclose any pecuniary, other registerable or non-registerable
interests as set out in the adopted Code of Conduct. In making their
disclosure councillors are asked to state the agenda item, the nature of
the interest and any action they propose to take as part of their
declaration.
If required, further advice should be sought from the Monitoring Officer
in advance of the meeting.

3.

MINUTES

3-6

To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 12th April.
4.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Members of the public wishing to speak to the Committee on a
planning application should notify the Democratic Services Officer
listed on the front of this agenda. This must be done no later than two
clear working days before the meeting. Please refer to the Guidance
for speaking at the Area Planning Committee for further information.
The deadline for notifying a request to speak is 8.30am on Friday
6th May 2022.

5.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS
To consider the applications listed below for planning permission.

6.

P/OUT/2022/00060- VOSCOMBE FARM NEW ROAD BOURTON

7 - 26

Demolish existing barn and erect 8 No. dwellings, new vehicular
access and ancillary works (outline application with all matters
reserved)
7.

PFUL202200197- THE STABLES LONG MEAD MELWAY LANE
CHILD OKEFORD
Demolition of existing stables & erection of 1no dwelling

8.

URGENT ITEMS
To consider any items of business which the Chairman has had prior
notification and considers to be urgent pursuant to section 100B (4) b)
of the Local Government Act 1972.
The reason for the urgency shall be recorded in the minutes.

9.

EXEMPT BUSINESS
To move the exclusion of the press and the public for the following item
in view of the likely disclosure of exempt information within the
meaning of paragraph 3 of schedule 12 A to the Local Government Act
1972 (as amended).
The public and the press will be asked to leave the meeting whilst the
item of business is considered.

27 - 38

Agenda Item 3

NORTHERN AREA PLANNING COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON TUESDAY 12 APRIL 2022
Present: Cllrs Sherry Jespersen (Chairman), Mary Penfold (Vice-Chairman),
Les Fry, Matthew Hall, Brian Heatley, Carole Jones and Val Pothecary
Apologies: Cllrs Jon Andrews, Tim Cook, Stella Jones, Emma Parker and
Belinda Ridout
Also present:
Officers present (for all or part of the meeting):
Hannah Smith (Planning Area Manager), Philip Crowther (Legal Business Partner
- Regulatory), Steve Savage (Transport Development Manager), Megan
Rochester (Democratic Services Officer), Verity Murphy (Senior Planning Officer)
and Ross Cahalane (Lead Project Officer)
77.

Apologies
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Emma Parker, Tim
Cook, Belinda Ridout, Jon Andrews, and Stella Jones.

78.

Declarations of Interest
No declarations of disclosable interests were made at the meeting.

79.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 15 th March 2022 were confirmed
and signed

80.

Public Participation
Representations by the public to the committee on individual planning
applications are detailed below. There were no questions, petitions or
deputations received on other items on this occasion.

81.

Planning Applications
Members considered the planning applications set out below.

82.

P/OUT/2021/03030- Land off Butts Close, Marnhull
The Case Officer presented to members the outline application of up to 39
dwellings. Members were shown the location of the site which wasn’t within a
settlement boundary but joined residential settings in its northern site. They
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were presented with the proposed site access and were also informed of the
provision of 50% affordable housing. Members were also provided with details
of new pedestrian footpaths and crossings as well as the significant benefits
of the scheme. The recommendation was to grant the planning application.
The Transport Development Manager outlined access to the site. He informed
members of a new priority junction to the site as well as pedestrian footways.
In addition to this, members were also informed of robust traffic movements
which would not affect safety. Highways had no objections to the
development.
Public participation
Mr Turner, Marnhull Parish Council spoke in objection to the application. Mr
Turner advised members that Marnhull’s infrastructure amenities couldn’t
cope with the additional houses and the development wouldn’t benefit the
village. He strongly objected to the application due to a significant increase in
traffic movement created by the scheme. Mr Turner also informed members
that affordable housing was good but an additional 40 would be too much. He
also stated that construction jobs provided temporary rather than permanent
employment.
Mr Harden, resident of Marnhull spoke objecting to the application. Mr Harden
advised members that the local need for housing was already covered and
there wasn’t enough amenities to support residents. Mr Harden also outlined
how the development was a conflict to Dorset Council Policy.
Mr Bainbridge, the agent, highlighted how the development met housing
requirements. He advised members that the development would be
sustainable, proposing more affordable and high-quality housing than required
to help the future of the area.
Members Questions and Comments











Members were disappointed by the lack of consideration for cyclists and other
road users.
Members praised the layout and design of the development.
Access to the site
Members praised the 50% affordable housing.
Members wished to see more access with footpaths.
Consider lowering speed limits.
There was an assessment of flooding in all areas to prevent risks of flooding.
There was low risk of flooding.
There was a decrease in the number of dwellings. Members were pleased to
see the reduction to 39 dwellings. However, pavements were needed.
Lack of employment and industrial land.
Sustainability of location

Having had the opportunity to discuss the merits of the application and an
understanding of all this entailed; having considered the officer’s report and
presentation; the written representatives; and what they had heard at the

2
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meeting, in being proposed by Cllr Carole Jones and seconded by Cllr Mary
Penfold.
Decision: That the application be approved.
83.

P/RES/2021/02896- North Honeymead Field North Fields, Sturminster
Newton
The Case Officer presented to members the application of up to 114
dwellings. Members were shown the location of the site as well as aerial
photos. Members were also provided with details of the site plan as well as
the proposed street scenes and design elevations. The Case Officer also
informed members of footpath links which would connect the site to
neighbouring amenities and the proposed LEAP facility. The recommendation
was to grant the planning application.
The Transport Development Manager outlined access to the site. He informed
members of a priority junction to the site instead of a roundabout. Members
were also provided with details of refuse vehicles accessing the site, in
addition to this, he also provided members with details of parking which
complies with the council’s guidance. Members were also informed of the
availability of street parking. Highways had no objections to the proposal.
Public participation
The Agent informed members of keeping an area of open space as well as
the number of footpaths which connected the site, creating good pedestrian
links.

Members Questions and Comments








Members discussed the need for charging points for vehicles. Members
wanted an amendment to condition 6 for the infrastructure for charging points
per dwelling.
Members were disappointed by the lack of renewable energy for the
dwellings. They considered a condition in regard to a sustainability statement
agreement.
Length of construction hours are long. Members wanted a condition added for
the construction time.
Lack of lighting in car parks. Condition of lighting to be submitted for parking
courts.
Low level lighting acceptable on footways.
Members praised the urban routes and the preservation of pavements.
Members were pleased with the number of parking for the dwellings. The
provision of bird and bat boxes were also welcomed by members. However,
the committee discussed the provision of owl boxes for the woodland.

Having had the opportunity to discuss the merits of the application and an
understanding of all this entailed; having taken into account the officer’s report
and presentation; the written representatives; and what they had heard at the
meeting, in being proposed by Cllr Carole Jones and seconded by Cllr Les
3
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Fry subject to conditions 6 and including additional conditions for a
sustainability statement, all parking courts and footpaths within the public
open space, site working hours and an informative note to include owl boxes
in the condition relating to bat and bird boxes).
Decision: That the application be approved subject to conditions, as
amended.
84.

Urgent items
There were no urgent items

85.

Exempt Business
There was no exempt business

Duration of meeting: 2.00 - 4.43 pm

Chairman

4
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Agenda Item 6
Application Number:
Webpage:

P/OUT/2022/00060

Site address:

Voscombe Farm New Road Bourton SP8 5BX

Proposal:

Demolish existing barn and erect 8 No. dwellings, new vehicular
access and ancillary works (outline application with all matters
reserved)

Applicant name:
Case Officer:
Ward Member(s):

https://planning.dorsetcouncil.gov.uk/

Greystoke Land Limited
Simon Sharp
Cllrs Pothecary, Cllr Ridout and Cllr Walsh

1.0

Reason application is going to committee

1.1

Referred by the Development Management Manager following a request by
Councillor Ridout.

2.0

Summary of recommendation:

2.1

Grant permission subject to conditions.

3.0

Reason for the recommendation:

3.1

The latest Housing Land Supply position statement sets out that the supply has risen
to 5.17 years for 1st April 2021. However, the latest Housing Delivery Test for North
Dorset, published January 2022, is 69%: The tilted balance is therefore still engaged,
meaning that permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

3.2

The Neighbourhood Plan became part of the development plan more than 2 years
ago and so does not override the tilted balance..

3.3

There are no significant and demonstrable adverse impacts that outweigh the
benefits arising from the supply of the 8 dwellings proposed.

4.0

Key planning issues
Issue

Conclusion

Principle of development

Acceptable when applying the tilted balance.

Scale, design, impact on character and
appearance

The indicative plan satisfactorily demonstrates
that 8 dwellings of an appropriate mix can be
accommodated on the site with the required
access, parking, soft landscaping and
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sustainable drainage, reflecting the prevailing
character and resulting in change but no harm
to the landscape.
Impact on amenity

The indicative layout demonstrates that
reserved matters of scale, layout and
appearance could be submitted demonstrating
no significant residential amenity impacts.

Impact on landscape or heritage assets

No harm. The setting of the Church and other
listed buildings will be preserved. The site is
within the setting of the AONB, however, no
landscape harm would result from the
development.

Economic benefits

There will be benefits derived from the
construction phase as well as the supply of
homes and Council Tax receipts.

Access and Parking

No highway safety issues arising assuming that
the point of access is as per the indicative plan
and that the internal access road is amended to
permit the safe turning of refuse vehicles.

Habitat Regulations

The site is within the River Stour catchment
with no current issues in terms of nutrient
levels. The site is not within the impact risk
zones for this scale of development of a Natura
2000 designation.

5.0

Description of Site

5.1

The site sits beyond but abuts the western edge of the main built up area of Bourton.
It is on the north side of New Road which was the A303 until the village was
bypassed in 1992.

5.2

Approximately 35% of the site area, at its western end, is occupied by a late C20th
farm building (profile sheeting with a cement fibre roof) and associated hardstanding.
The remainder of the 0.5ha (1.2 acre) site is semi-improved grassland used as
grazing pasture. The whole site is considered to be greenfield. The pasture is on
higher ground than the road.

5.3

The northern boundary is marked by a field species hedge beyond which is open
countryside rising up the hillside to the County boundary with Somerset and the
Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire AONB. The site is within the setting of the
AONB, however, no landscape harm to this designation would result from the
development. To the east and west are dwellings, that to the west being on lower
ground and currently detached from the village. The southern boundary is marked by
a field species hedge (hawthorn, elder etc.) for much of its length, beyond which is
the pedestrian footway along New Road. The land south of this road is undeveloped
and falls away to the bypass and Blackmore Vale beyond.
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6.0

Description of Development

6.1

This is an outline application to demolish the existing agricultural building and erect 8
dwellings with all matters reserved for subsequent approval.

6.2

An indicative plan has been submitted (revised during the consideration of the
application) indicating a mix of dwelling types (detached, semi-detached and
terraced) arranged in a linear configuration with all facades facing south across a
new access road that would be aligned to the rear of the retained frontage hedge.

7.0

Relevant Planning History

7.1

Application 2/201/0613/OUT - Demolish barn and develop land by the erection of 10
No. dwellings and form vehicular access. (Outline application to determine access,
layout and scale) was refused by the Council on 25 th November 2020 for the
following 3 reasons:i.

The proposed development would be a consolidation of sporadic
development in the open countryside outside the established limits of a
settlement appearing as conspicuous and uncharacteristic of the rural
fringe location which would lead to harm to the character and
appearance of the area and an important view which outweighs any
benefit to housing land supply, contrary to North Dorset Local Plan Part
1 (2011-2031) policies 1, 2, 7, 20 and 24, Neighbourhood Plan policies
1, 2 and 3 and the provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework.

ii.

In the absence of a conceptual strategy for the management of surface
water that is both viable and deliverable the proposal would not make
provision for adequate drainage and potential flood risk to people and
property contrary to North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 (2011-2031) policy
13 and the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework.

iii.

The proposal would not make provision for affordable housing
provision where there is an identified need in the area contrary to North
Dorset Local Plan Part 1 (2011-2031) policy 8 and the
provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework.

7.2

An appeal was subsequently dismissed, the inspector concluding that the “harm to
the character and appearance of the area results in a conflict with
the development plan, read as a whole. For the reasons given, material
considerations, including the substantial benefits that would result, do not
indicate that a decision should be take otherwise than in accordance with the
development plan.”

8.0

List of Constraints
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8.1

The site is identified as being within the Environment Agency’s 1 in 100 year Risk of
Surface Water Flooding area.

8.2

The Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) extends to within approximately 1km of the site.

8.3

The site is within the setting of St. George’s Church tower. The Church is grade II
listed as are Ingleside and the house immediately south of Ingleside, both of which,
along with the site, are seen in the panorama viewed from the public rights of way to
the north.

9.0

Consultations

9.1

Bourton Parish Council
a) The application’s title is misleading since it implies that the entire
development site is confined to the land occupied by the present agricultural
barn, whereas the bulk of it is actually a pristine green-field site.
b) The application site is outside Bourton’s defined settlement boundary. Any
development on the ‘green field’ part of this site would constitute harm to the
setting of the village, which would outweigh any benefit to housing land
supply.
c) Conflict with policies 6 and 20 of the Local Plan as there is no identified
local and essential rural need. The 2021 Annual Monitoring Report records
that, in the first 10 years of the Plan period, 36 homes have been developed
in Bourton and this will have increased significantly by the end of 2022 as
housing completions on the Bourton Mill site continue to progress.
d) This development would be detrimental to the landscape quality of the area,
particularly views from footpaths to the north of the site. Inward views of the
surrounding landscape from viewpoints to the south of Bourton would also
be harmed by this development, especially in view of the site’s topography.
The ridge height of the dwellings projected for the high ground at the
eastern end of the application site would be an especially dominant feature
of the proposed development, compromising inward views of the landscape
setting.
e) This development would compromise important views towards the grade II
listed St George’s Church contrary to Policy 1b of Bourton’s Adopted
Neighbourhood Plan.

9.2

DC - Highways
No objection subject to conditions relating to:a) Gradients of the highway within the site.
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b) Closure of the existing access.
c) Access construction specification.

9.3

DC - Conservation Officers
The proposals will result in no harm to the significance of designated heritage assets
and so neither paragraph 201 nor 202 are considered to be engaged.

9.4

DC Trees and Landscape
No objection to the proposal in respect of Tree Matters, subject to conditions.

9.5

DC - Dorset Waste Partnership
Need to see a detailed tracking plan to ensure refuse collection vehicle access is
acceptable and any turning heads are suitable and sufficient. Current indicative
layout does not comply.

9.6

Other Representations received
Total - Objections

Total - No Objections

Total - Comments

11 addresses in
Bourton

1

0

Objections on the grounds of: a) Misleading description – Most of the site is greenfield and not occupied by the
barn to be demolished.
b) Outside out of adopted settlement limits - conflict with policies 2, 6 and 20 of
the Local Plan. The application is not of a type classified as being appropriate
in the countryside.
c) No need - The predisposition of the Neighbourhood Plan is to contribute to
local housing need through infill housing and development within the
settlement boundary and a number of homes have been completed to
respond to the need (fulfilled).
d) Coalescence - Development of the application site for open market housing
will erode the separation of Chaffeymoor as a valued hamlet from the main
village thus adversely affecting this important landscape characteristic.
e) Landscape harm - The few buildings that exist outside the settlement
boundary have not followed a linear pattern. They are widely dispersed, in
open landscape settings with extensive open views around them. The
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undeveloped application site affords open views to the south across
Blackmore Vale as well as towards the limestone ridge and nearby
Cranbourne Chase AONB to the north. Its proximity to the AONB should
afford it a great weight of protection.
f) Highway safety - The access onto the main road from, the proposed
development isn't very easy, cars leaving the village get to the top of the hill
and accelerate towards Wincanton. Visibility is very poor when pulling out
onto the road.
g) Infrastructure pressures - Currently the school only take 17 pupils into
reception in each school year from within the catchment. With growing
housing in the village, this could lead to parents not being able to get their
children into the village school.
h) Biodiversity – The site is grazed pasture land which provides a rich habitat
for a variety of species, most notably, farmland birds. Such land is a vital
corridor for birds, including starlings to transition between the nearby wooded
areas and longer grassland habitats. Starlings are listed as critically red on
the RSPB conservation list. Bullfinches are also regularly using the
hedgerows bounding the area (listed as amber on the RSPB conservation
list).
i) Appeal history – The application is not materially different to that which was
dismissed at appeal within the last 12 months.
j) (one representation) Although very pleased to see the houses have been
turned round, so that the back gardens are no longer adjacent to New Road,
and more attention has been given to trees and hedges, we remain
concerned that there are too many properties for the area of land.
Support on the grounds of:a) The application would improve an untidy property and the west end of the
village. The farm is redundant and will not be missed.
b) Some social housing for rent would be welcome for local, young families.

10.0 Heritage duties
10.1 Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
states the local planning authority or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State,
shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or
any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.
11.0 Development Plan policies
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North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 2011-2031
11.1 The site is in the countryside. The following policies are considered relevant;1 – Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
2 – Core Spatial Strategy
4 – The Natural Environment
5 – The Historic Environment
6 – Housing Distribution
7 – Delivering Homes
20 – The Countryside
23 – Parking
24 – Design Policy
25 – Amenity
Bourton Dorset Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2031 (made 2018)
11.2 The site is outside of the settlement limit (as depicted in Map 3 of the Plan).
11.3 It is also affected by two “important views”, both of which are depicted on Map 2.
These are derived from the Village Design Statement (VDS) which is a material
consideration (see below). The first is from New Road looking north-westwards
across the western extremities of the site towards Chaffeymoor Hill. The second is
from receptors along public right of way N57/7. These receptors are to the northeast
of the site on higher ground and the view is over the site and across the Blackmore
Vale.
11.4 The following Neighbourhood Plan policies are considered relevant:1: Landscape Setting
2: Settlement Pattern and Character.
3: Building Design and Form.
4: Traffic and Parking
6: Biodiversity
8: Mitigating and Adapting to Climate Change.
12.0 Other material considerations
National Planning Policy Framework (2021)
12.1 Noting the following sections:1. Introduction
2. Achieving sustainable development
3. Plan-making
4. Decision-making
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5. Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
8. Promoting healthy and safe communities
9. Promoting Sustainable transport
11. Making effective use of land
12. Achieving well-designed places
14. Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
15. Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
16. Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
Appeal decision APP/D1265/W/21/3268810
12.2 The appeal decision following the Council’s refusal of permission (our reference

2/2020/0613/OUT) is afforded weight as a material consideration given that it dates
from less than 2 years ago when the development plan comprised of the same Local
Plan and the Neighbourhood Plan (the latter already being more than 2 years old).
The site context has also not changed.
12.3 The NPPF was published in July 2021 (see above), post-dating the appeal decision
by 2 months. However, the relevance and application of the “tilted balance” remained
the same. The Council’s 5-year housing land supply and the published Housing
Delivery Test have changed since the appeal decision but the presumption still
applies.
12.4 Housing Delivery Test
The latest Housing Delivery Test (HDT) for North Dorset, published January 2022, is
69%. The NPPF states that the titled balance applies if the HDT is less than 75%.
Bourton Village Design Statement
12.5 The Bourton Village Design Statement was adopted by North Dorset District Council
as a Supplementary Planning Document on 30 September 2011.
12.6 The Statement notes that:a) “with the contrasting topography of steep slopes and flat Vale, it is not
surprising that the parish enjoys varied and far-reaching views which are
particularly treasured by the local community. These key views give the
village its rural character” (para. 3.2);
b) “Entering the village from the west long views are afforded across the village
and Vale with St George’s Church tower prominent and important trees lining
the road and fields” (para. 3.7);
c) “The village is very proud of the views which it affords both outwards, from the
limestone ridge (Chaffeymoor to Kites Nest) across the Blackmoor Vale and
inwards, looking north across the A303 and at the entry to the village at both
ends of the main road. There is a strong feeling in the village that such views
should be protected and/or enhanced.” (para. 3.13).
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13.0 Human Rights
13.1 Article 6 - Right to a fair trial.
Article 8 - Right to respect for private and family life and home.
The first protocol of Article 1 Protection of property.
This recommendation is based on adopted Development Plan policies, the
application of which does not prejudice the Human Rights of the applicant or any
third party.

14.0 Public Sector Equalities Duty
14.1 As set out in the Equalities Act 2010, all public bodies, in discharging their functions
must have “due regard” to this duty. There are 3 main aims: Removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by people due to their
protected characteristics


Taking steps to meet the needs of people with certain protected
characteristics where these are different from the needs of other people



Encouraging people with certain protected characteristics to participate in
public life or in other activities where participation is disproportionately low.

Whilst there is no absolute requirement to fully remove any disadvantage the Duty is
to have “regard to” and remove or minimise disadvantage and in considering the
merits of this planning application the planning authority has taken into consideration
the requirements of the Public Sector Equalities Duty.
14.2 Officers have not identified any specific impacts arising from the development on
those persons with protected characteristics. There is a segregated footway on the
site’s side of New Road that links to the centre of Bourton. Gradients of 1 in 12 or
less can be achieved within the site.
15.0 Financial benefits
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What

Amount/Value
Material considerations
Homes
8 open market dwellings
Employment during construction
Support construction sector
phase
Spending in local economy
Residents of dwellings would support
economic growth
Non material considerations
Contributions to Council Tax
As per appropriate charging bands
16.0 Climate Implications
16.1 Policy 8 of the Neighbourhood Plan is stronger than most development plan policies
in relation to its objectives, although no specific targets are set. To comply with the
policy, one would expect that the layout and appearance reserved matters included
high standards of embedded sustainability and a marked reduction in the reliance of
fossil fuels.
16.2 The indicative layout demonstrates that ability for all dwellings to face within a few
degrees of south, thereby maximising solar gain (heat) and solar to electricity energy
conversion (via photo-voltaic cells). There is also clear potential for electric car
charging points to be installed.
16.3 The buildings would need to comply with Building Regulations, specifically Part L.
Details of renewables & other details (such as electric car charging points) would be
expected at reserved matters
16.4 It is acknowledged that there is a certainty that some trips by cars and delivery
vehicles resulting from the development will burn fossils fuels.
16.5 There is a loss of approximately 0.3 ha of productive farmland, albeit it is only grade
4.
17.0 Planning Assessment
Principle
17.1 The proposal conflicts with Local Plan policies 2, 6 and 20 given its location outside
of the defined settlement limit for Bourton and that it is for purely open market
housing with no evidence submitted of a response to the circumstances of need
outlined in these policies where support could be forthcoming.
17.2 Nevertheless, as detailed in section 11 of this report, the National Planning Policy
Framework and the North Dorset Housing Delivery Test position are material
considerations. They are afforded substantial weight in this instance.
17.3 The North Dorset Local Plan area has, until recently, been unable to demonstrate a
5- year deliverable housing land supply (DHLS). However, the latest Housing Land
Supply position statement published by the Council sets out that the supply has risen
to 5.17 years for 1st April 2021. The latest Housing Delivery Test (HDT) for North
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Dorset, published January 2022, is 69%. A year before it was 59% so, while delivery
is underperforming, there is evidence that it is improving as the deliverable supply
improves.
17.4 Between 2011 (the beginning the LPP1 plan period) and 2021, 36 net additional
dwellings were completed in Bourton. As representations indicate, development at
Bourton Mill has resulted in the increases to the supply which is set to continue.
17.5 The NPPF’s paragraph 7 states that the purpose of the planning system is “to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. Paragraph 10 states that,
at the heart of the NPPF, is a presumption in favour of sustainable development.
This is set out in paragraph 11. Sub-sections (c) and (d) of paragraph 11 relate to
decision-taking. Part (c) relates to development proposals that accords with the
development plan.
17.6 As set out above, this development proposal conflicts with the development plan,
and therefore part (c) does not apply and part (d) should be referred to instead.
According to NPPF paragraph 11(d) footnote 8, a Housing Delivery Test (HDT) result
less than 75% indicates that the policies which are most important for determining
the application are out-of-date.
17.7 Paragraph 11 states that this means granting permission unless:
i.

the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of
particular importance provides a clear reason for refusing the development
proposed; or

ii.

any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework
taken as a whole.

Criterion i) refers to footnote 7 of the NPPF which states that the policies referred to
are those in this Framework (rather than those in development plans) relating to
habitats sites (and those sites listed in paragraph 181) and/or designated as Sites of
Special Scientific Interest; land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, a National Park (or within the Broads Authority)
or defined as Heritage Coast; irreplaceable habitats; designated heritage assets (and
other heritage assets of archaeological interest referred to in footnote 68 in chapter
16); and areas at risk of flooding or coastal change.
17.8 Paragraph 14 of the NPPF states that, in situations where the presumption (at
paragraph 11(d)) applies to applications involving the provision of housing, the
adverse impact of allowing development that conflicts with the neighbourhood plan is
likely to significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, provided all of the
following apply:
a) the neighbourhood plan became part of the development plan 2 years or less
before the date on which the decision is made;
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b) the neighbourhood plan contains policies and allocations to meet its identified
housing requirement;
c) the local planning authority has at least a 3 year supply of deliverable housing
sites (against its 5 year housing supply requirement, including the appropriate
buffer as set out in paragraph 74); and
d) the local planning authority’s housing delivery was at least 45% of that
required over the previous 3 years.
Whilst there is more than 3 years’ supply of deliverable housing sites, housing
delivery is above 45%, the neighbourhood plan is now more than two years old. This
being the case, protection under NPPF paragraph 14 no longer applies.
17.9 Paragraph 60 of the NPPF states that it is the Government’s objective to significantly
boost the supply of homes and therefore “it is important that a sufficient amount and
variety of land can come forward where it is needed…” As the most recent Housing
Delivery Test Result is below 75%, this means that the ‘presumption in favour of
sustainable development’ applies; under the ‘presumption’, permission should be
granted unless policies in NPPF provide a clear reason for refusal or the adverse
impacts would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. Officers
consider that the benefits of providing 8 additional dwellings, would not be
outweighed by any identified significant or demonstrable harm.
Sustainability of location
17.10

The site is on the edge of Bourton and connected by footway to the settlement’s
services and facilities. It is within an acceptable walking distance of these and
considered to be in a sustainable location.
Design, heritage, landscape and visual impact

17.11

There is a need for all new development in Bourton to have regard to the spatial
characteristics of the locality and secure adequate space and planting. Visually
important open space between buildings and groups of buildings will be required to
maintain an open aspect. This is a policy objective of the Neighbourhood Plan that is
considered particularly important given the setting of this site. In terms of heritage,
the site is located outside of any conservation area and the nearest listed buildings
are a group listing under the name of Church View and Ingleside, and the dwelling
adjacent to Ingleside, located approximately 80m east of the application site. Church
View is a collection of cottages of varying ages, proportions and materials. The
cottages are predominantly situated in a north-west/south-east arrangement with
gardens to the front (south-east) and a cemetery to the rear. The Grade II listed
Church is located further along the road, to the south of the main road through the
village.

17.12

When viewed from west of the site, the site is prominent within the view as it is on
higher ground near to the crest of the hill and largely not screened by any existing
buildings or vegetation. There are trees that line New Road just to the east of the
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Chaffeymoor Hill turn and a stone cottage adjoins the roadside on the south side.
They focus the view along New Road towards the site. What is apparent is that the
tower of St. George’s Church is visible as is the application site’s hedge frontage and
the first 10m or so of the depth of the pasture (the rear being obscured from view by
the existing barn).
17.13

The importance of the green frontage is reinforced as one arrives at the site. The
gap between the barn on the site and the dwelling to the east is very evident. The
hedge rises up above footway level but, because of the incline on the footway, there
are views back over this hedge across the site towards Chaffeymoor Hill. One of
these views is identified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

17.14

In this context, the undeveloped frontage and front part of the pasture area of the site
are important in many respects:a) They provide a clear rural setting to the Church (a setting that is important to
the Church’s significance as a landmark within the countryside). In this regard,
having walked all of the public rights of way and public highways in the area,
the case officer observed that the physical setting of the Church is so
commonly defined by a mix of undeveloped pasture and the linear form of
buildings clustered along the main thoroughfare (New Road).
b) The site frontage provides one of a handful of breaks in development that
prevents the visual coalescence of Bourton and the hamlet of Chaffeymoor.
c) The site belongs to the countryside and hamlets character of the land west of
the crest of the hill as opposed to the more built-up area of Bourton on the
crest and to its east (albeit this area is pleasingly permeated by regular green
fingers of undeveloped land as referred to in the Neighbourhood Plan).
d) The undeveloped land provides pedestrians, cyclists and motorists with views
across the site to Chaffeymoor Hill and beyond into the AONB.

17.15

In their appeal decision, the inspector determined that the previous proposal did not
respect the prevailing character and some of its important qualities. In paragraph 13
of their decision they stated;“While a shared surface access is shown, the dwellings would sit around a
formal estate road with clearly defined parking bays and a turning head. Along
with the formal garden arrangements, the plan shows a development more
akin to a typical suburban cul-de-sac of housing accessed from a landscaped
driveway than a farmstead. Furthermore, 4 of the dwellings would,
uncharacteristically, firmly turn their back on New Road such that the
domestic style access dominated the approach to the settlement.”
It is noted that scale and layout were both for determination for that application. It is
also noted that the layout materially differed from the indicative plan now before the
Council. Dwellings backed onto New Road and many were arranged in a “suburban”
cluster. The Inspector determined that such a proposal:-
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“rather than making a sensitive transition between Bourton and the
countryside….would harm the soft landscape setting of the
settlement to the detriment of its overall character and appearance. This
would result in a conflict with those aims of Policy 24 of the North Dorset
Local Plan Part 1 2011-2031 (LP) and NP Policies 1, 2 and 3 that seek to
ensure that development should be designed to improve the character and
quality of the area within which it is located, make a sensitive transition
between village and countryside, have regard to the spatial characteristics of
the locality, and reinforce the underlying vernacular or character of its
context.”
17.16

The application is in outline and layout, landscape, scale and appearance are
reserved for subsequent appearance, along with landscaping. However, it is
considered that the indicative layout submitted, in its revised form, appropriately
responds to the concerns of the Inspector. It demonstrates that, with the quantum of
development proposed, a layout and scale can be developed to accord with the cited
development plan policies.

17.17

Of specific note are:a) The retention of the hedge and undeveloped, soft landscaped frontage to the
rear of the hedge. It ensures that undeveloped, soft landscaped land is
present in the approach from the west towards the village. This also preserves
the setting of the Church tower from this direction.
b) The dwellings face the road echoing the prevailing character and appearance
of this part of the village.
c) The linear arrangement of the dwellings echoes the character and
appearance of this part of the village.
d) The mix of dwelling types and spacing between them echoes the prevailing
grain of development.

17.18

The Inspector appeared less concerned about views and wider landscape impact.
They concluded that:“the development would not have a significant adverse effect on important
views of the countryside, which is one of the aims of NP Policy 1. Accordingly,
effects on the landscape would be principally limited to the loss of the existing
undeveloped field and any harm associated with that would be very limited
given the settlement edge location.”
The indicative layout does maintain views from the road towards Chaffeymoor Hill.
Pleasingly, the arc of the linear row of planned buildings also ensures that the view
opens up to the large oak tree that stands in the north-western corner of the site. The
tree can be seen across the access to the west of the barn but is obscured by this
barn when one walks eastwards along New Road and then looks back northwestwards. If the layout was developed as per the indicative plan, this would be a
beneficial enhancement to the appearance of this area.
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17.19

The setting of the nearby grade II listed buildings, namely Ingleside and the house
immediately south of Ingleside, and Church View, all of which are seen in the
panorama viewed from public footpath N57/7, will be preserved, and no harm would
result. The site constitutes only a negligible fraction of the view when one’s eyes
sweep along New Road from these elevated vantage points. Modern development at
Old Pound Court is more prominent within this particular setting. The same
conclusions are reached in relation to the Church’s setting.

Biodiversity
17.20

Representations raise concerns about the loss of a wildlife corridor across the site
with a particular concern relating to starlings and bullfinches. The comments in
relation to the starlings note the value of the pasture as a route between other
habitats.

17.21

A phase 1 survey was undertaken by a suitably qualified ecologist in 2019 and
updated in 2021. It concluded that the impact on birds would be low, noting that any
works which affect the trees and hedgerows on site could have an impact on nesting
birds. It advised that, since all in-use bird’s nests and their contents are protected
from damage or destruction, any tree and shrub removal should be undertaken
outside the period 1st March to 31st August.

17.22

The case officer witnessed birds crossing the site, including in winter, and
acknowledges the importance of even semi-improved pasture as part of wildlife
corridors. However, it is noted that the indicative plan shows the retention of the
hedges to the front and rear boundaries as well as the oak tree in the northwest
corner. The land to be developed would be the semi-improved pasture and the
barn/hardstanding. The plan shows the creation of the soft landscaped communal
open space between the shared access drive and the back of the frontage hedge.
This has a minimum depth of c11m and extends, on this indicative layout, to 0.15ha.
This is less than pasture to be lost (0.3ha) but has the potential to have a
significantly more varied mix of plant species and biodiversity. In this regard, it is
noted that the current pasture is species poor. Part of the new area of space is likely
to accommodate part of a sustainable surface water drainage solution but that
complements rather than detracts from the biodiversity value.

17.23

The barn is not a suitable habitat for owls or bats, this confirmed by the surveys. It
has far too many openings that let significant light (and wind) into the interior. The
oak tree and the hedges provide habitat and should be retained in the landscaping
and layout reserved matters.

17.24

The surveys did reveal medium potential for reptiles but concluded that no further
surveys were required owing to the site’s fairly limited habitat value. The rubble/rock
pile adjoining the barn was likely to be the habitat that could contain reptiles. A series
of mitigation measures are recommended which can be secured by condition along
with the site clearance period.
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Housing tenure and type mix
17.25

The lack of affordable housing was a previous reason for refusal specified by the
Council although this was not upheld by the inspector at appeal. The revised
proposal reduces the number of dwellings to 8 (this limit can be specified by
condition) and this falls below the Local Plan and NPPF threshold.

17.26

The indicative layout plan shows an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes; 2 to
4 bedrooms, terraced, semi-detached and detached.
Highway safety

17.27

The representations received include concerns about highway safety, specifically
referring to the speeds of vehicles travelling along New Road and the site’s location
close to the crest of the hill.

17.28

Access is reserved for subsequent approval, but the indicative plan shows that the
vehicular access can be accommodated at the western end of the site frontage
which is the furthest point of the frontage from the crest. It also is where the existing
barn’s access is from the highway. It also negates the need for hedge removal.

17.29

The Highways Officer raises no objection subject to conditions (these conditions
would be secured at the access reserved matters stage).

17.30

The case officer notes the comments in relation to the internal layout’s failure to
accommodate the manoeuvring of refuse vehicles, but this can be dealt with at the
access and layout reserved matters stage. Such stages may also present an
opportunity to accommodate a pedestrian link to the existing footway near to the
south-eastern corner of the site to reflect a predicted desire line from the new homes
to the centre of the village, its facilities and the public right of way network.
Flooding and drainage

17.31

The site is in flood zone 1, land at the lowest probability of fluvial flooding and the
preferred location for development.

17.32

One of the previous reasons for refusal was in relation to surface water flooding. The
revised indicative plan for this application demonstrates that there will be sufficient
undeveloped land to accommodate a sustainable surface water drainage scheme
that includes, if required on-site attenuation, to prevent increases in surface water
flooding on and off site, including an allowance for climate change.
Residential amenity

17.33

The indicative layout demonstrates that separation distances of in excess of 15m
can be achieved between blank gable ends and elevations with habitable windows
and over 25m between main elevations. Therefore, reserved matters of scale, layout
and appearance could be submitted demonstrating no significant residential amenity
impacts arising from overlooking or overshadowing. The proposed density also
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permits an appropriate level of private amenity space and protection from noise and
disturbance from vehicles passing on New Road.
Infrastructure pressures
17.34

One of the representations received raised concerns about school capacity,
however, such a contribution is not considered by officers to be necessary to make
the development acceptable in planning terms.

Description of development
17.35

The description includes the demolition of the barn, in addition to the erection of the
dwellings, as this demolition constitutes development. Inspection of the submitted
particulars makes it clear that the pasture adjoining the barn to the east is included
within the application site. It is clear from the comments received from interested
parties and statutory consultees that it is understood that the pasture is included
within the site. The case officer has assessed the loss of this pasture land to
development and no party has been, it is considered, prejudiced by the description
as publicised.

18.0 Balance
18.1 The site is on the edge of Bourton and connected by footway to the settlement’s
services and facilities. It is within an acceptable walking distance of these and
considered to be in a sustainable location. The development plan policies most
important to the determination of the application should be considered out of date
given the Housing Delivery Test position and the date that the Neighbourhood Plan
was made. Their primacy is not affected but the weight afforded to them is reduced
significantly. In contrast, the NPPF is afforded substantial weight as a material
consideration and its presumption applies.
18.2 The tilted balance is therefore engaged unless any adverse impacts of doing so
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. There are no specific
policies in the NPPF that give a clear reason for refusal. The benefits of the scheme
would be 8 market dwellings contributing to the housing supply, in a location on the
edge of the defined settlement boundary. Related economic benefits would be from
employment created during construction phase (supporting local jobs in the
construction sector) and would bring about added value in the local area through
associated spending and economic activity from the residents of the dwellings – this
would support the local economy and long-term economic growth in the area, with
new residents spending on goods and services. It is not considered that any harm
caused by the proposal significantly and demonstrably outweighs the benefits
assessed against the NPPF as a whole.
18.2 The application is made in outline but the submission particulars, including the
indicative layout plan demonstrate that 8 dwellings can be accommodated on site
with an appropriate mix of types, densities, a character and appearance that
references that prevailing, safe access arrangements, appropriate parking,
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sustainable drainage, ecological mitigation and biodiversity gain. Residential amenity
can be maintained too.
19.0 Conclusions
19.1 The benefits of the development are not considered to significantly or demonstrably
be outweighed by adverse impacts.
20.0 Recommendation
20.1 Grant permission subject to conditions.
1. No part of the development hereby approved shall commence until details of all
reserved matters (layout, scale, appearance, access and landscaping) have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
a) The layout and landscaping reserved matters shall include the retention
of the existing hedges on the southern (front) and northern (rear)
boundaries and the retention of the oak tree identified as T1 in the
Ecological Appraisal by Quantock Ecology dated 05/08/2019, submitted
with the application.
b) The layout and landscaping reserved matters shall include an area of
soft landscaped open space that, with the exception of any accesses,
shall extend from the west to east boundaries and to a depth of not less
than 10m from the frontage hedge northwards.
c) The layout and appearance reserved matters shall include all dwellings
with their principal elevations facing within 45 degrees of due south.
Reason: To ensure the satisfactory development of the site and response to
the prominent location adjoining the existing settlement, to recognise the
importance of the site’s undeveloped frontage in the character of this approach
to the settlement and to ensure that the prevailing character and appearance of
the built form to the east is referenced in the development.
2. An application for approval of any reserved matter must be made not later than
the expiration of three years beginning with the date of this permission.
Reason: This condition is required to be imposed by Section 92 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990.
3. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than
the expiration of two years from the final approval of the reserved matters or, in
the case of approval on different dates, the final approval of the last such
matter to be approved.
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Reason: This condition is required to be imposed by Section 92 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).
4. No more than 8 dwellings shall be built on the site.
Reason: Given the requirement for a mix of dwellings, a layout of dwellings that
references the prevailing character, safe access arrangements, biodiversity
gain and sustainable drainage, a maximum of 8 dwellings can be appropriately
accommodated on the site.
5. No works or development (including demolition of the barn, removal of the rock
pile, or vegetation clearance) shall commence until a Construction Ecological
Management Plan (CEcMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The
CEcMP shall include, but not be limited to the following :
i. Risk assessment of potentially damaging construction activities
ii. Identification of "biodiversity protection zones"
iii. Practical measures (both physical measures and sensitive
working practices) to avoid or reduce impacts during construction
(may be provided as a set of method statements)
iv. The locations and timing of sensitive works to avoid harm to
biodiversity features (e.g. daylight working hours only starting
one hour after sunrise and ceasing one hour after sunset)
v. The times during construction when ecological or environmental
specialists need to be present on site to oversee works
vi. Responsible persons and lines of communication
vii. Use of protective fences, exclusion barriers and warning signs
viii. Ongoing monitoring, including compliance checks by a competent
person(s) during construction and immediately post-completion of
construction works.
The approved CEcMP shall be adhered to and implemented throughout
the construction period strictly in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: The Ecological Appraisal submitted with the application identified the
need for measures to be undertaken and the Plan is necessary to secure their
implementation.
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Agenda Item 7
Application Number:
Webpage:

P/FUL/2022/00197

Site address:

The Stables Long Mead Melway Lane Child Okeford DT11 8EW

Proposal:

Demolition of existing stables & erection of 1no dwelling

Applicant name:
Case Officer:

https://planning.dorsetcouncil.gov.uk/

Mrs Kay Gairdner
Philip Longhurst

Ward Member(s):

Cllr Jespersen

1.0

This application is referred under the Council’s Scheme of delegation due to contrary
opinion from the Parish Council.

2.0

Summary of recommendation:
Grant subject to conditions

3.0

4.0

Reason for the recommendation:


The location is considered to be sustainable and the proposal is acceptable in
its design and general visual impact.



There is not considered to be any significant harm to neighbouring residential
amenity.



Minimal impact on the character of the area or the setting of the AONB.

Key planning issues
Issue

Conclusion

Principle of development

Acceptable due to distance from settlement
boundary and public services.
Modest scale and appropriate design.

Scale, design, impact on character and
appearance
Impact on amenity

5.0

No immediate neighbours.

Impact on landscape or heritage assets

Minimal impact on landscape or AONB.

Access and Parking
Ground water flooding

Use of existing access.
No concerns raised by Wessex Water

Description of Site
The application site consists of an existing stable building located roughly 200
metres to the south of the Child Okeford Settlement Boundary along a single track
unclassified road known as Melway Lane. The site is accessed via a small spur lane
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that serves access to this and neighbouring fields. The site falls just outside the
AONB and it largely concealed by trees and hedgerow.
6.0

Description of Development
Demolition of the existing stable building and the erection of a two bedroom one and
a half storey dwelling.

7.0

Relevant Planning History
None

8.0

List of Constraints
North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 (2011-2031); Adopted; Outside settlement
boundaries (countryside); Policy 2, 20.
Right of Way: Footpath N35/36;
Areas Susceptible to Groundwater Flooding; Clearwater and Superficial Deposits
Flooding; >= 75%;
Areas Susceptible to Groundwater Flooding; Superficial Deposits Flooding; < 25%;
SSSI impact risk zone;
SSSI (5km buffer): Hod and Hambledon Hills ;
SSSI (5km buffer): Shillingstone Quarry ;
SSSI (5km buffer): Piddles Wood ;

9.0

Consultations
All consultee responses can be viewed in full on the website.
Consultees
1.

Child Okeford Parish Council – OBJECTION

•
•
•
•

Isolated location, outside of settlement boundary, unsustainable location.
More visual impact than the current structure, change in character of the site.
Impact on the AONB and urbanisation of a rural location.
Clearly visible from public viewpoints in the countryside including Hambledon
Hill.
Intensification of a narrow access lane.
Ownership of the entrance to the site is not wholly owned by the applicant.
No existing services.
Unauthorised current usage of the site to house a caravan.

•
•
•
•

2.
Ward Member - Hill Forts And Upper Tarrants Ward – No comment
received
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3.

Open Spaces Society – No comment received

4.

DC – Landscape – No comment

5.

DC - Natural Environment Team – No comment received

6.

DC - Rights of Way Officer – No comment received

7.

DC - Highways – No objection subject to condition

8.

DC - Dorset Waste Partnership – No comment received

9.

DC - Trees (Team B) – No objection subject to condition

10.

DC - Economic Development and Tourism – No comment received

11.
DC - Building Control North Team - “Consideration to be given to ADB B5
access for the fire rescue service vehicles, Would recommend consultation with a
structural engineer in regard to depth of foundations due to proximity of trees and
soil type. Recommend a radon report for this address as radon levels appears
slightly raised.”
12.

Wessex Water – No objection

Representations received
Total - Objections

Total - No Objections

Total - Comments

7

0

0

10.0 Relevant Policies
s38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that the
determination of planning applications must be in accordance with the development
plan unless material circumstances indicate otherwise.
Adopted North Dorset Local Plan:
The following policies are considered to be relevant to this proposal:







Policy 1
Policy 23
Policy 24
Policy 25
Policy 4
Policy 20

-

Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Parking
Design
Amenity
The Natural Environment
The Countryside

Other material considerations
Supplementary Planning Documents/Guidance:
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Child Okeford Village Design Statement
National Planning Policy Framework:
Paragraph 11 sets out the presumption in favour of sustainable development.
Development plan proposals that accord with the development plan should be
approved without delay. Where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant
policies are out-of-date then permission should be granted unless any adverse
impacts of approval would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits
when assessed against the NPPF or specific policies in the NPPF indicate
development should be restricted.
Relevant NPPF sections include:


Section 4. Decision taking: Para 38 - Local planning authorities should
approach decisions on proposed development in a positive and creative way.
They should use the full range of planning tools available…and work
proactively with applicants to secure developments that will improve the
economic, social and environmental conditions of the area. Decision-makers
at every level should seek to approve applications for sustainable
development where possible.



Section 5 ‘Delivering a sufficient supply of homes’ outlines the government’s
objective in respect of land supply with subsection ‘Rural housing’ at
paragraphs 79-80 reflecting the requirement for development in rural areas.



Section 6 ‘Building a strong, competitive economy’, paragraphs 84 and
85 'Supporting a prosperous rural economy' promotes the sustainable growth
and expansion of all types of business and enterprise in rural areas, through
conversion of existing buildings, the erection of well-designed new buildings,
and supports sustainable tourism and leisure developments where identified
needs are not met by existing rural service centres.



Section 11 ‘Making effective use of land’



Section 12 ‘Achieving well designed places indicates that all development to
be of a high quality in design, and the relationship and visual impact of it to be
compatible with the surroundings. In particular, and amongst other things,
Paragraphs 126 – 136 advise that:
The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built
environment. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is
indivisible from good planning, and should contribute positively to making
places better for people.
It is important to plan positively for the achievement of high quality and
inclusive design for all development, including individual buildings, public and
private spaces and wider area development schemes.
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Development that is not well designed should be refused, especially where it
fails to reflect local design policies and government guidance on design.


Section 14 ‘Meeting the challenges of climate change, flooding and coastal
change’



Section 15 ‘Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Environment’- In Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty great weight should be given to conserving and
enhancing the landscape and scenic beauty (para 176). Decisions in Heritage
Coast areas should be consistent with the special character of the area and
the importance of its conservation (para 178). Paragraphs 179-182 set out
how biodiversity is to be protected and encourage net gains for biodiversity.

National Planning Practice Guidance
11.0 Human rights
Article 6 - Right to a fair trial.
Article 8 - Right to respect for private and family life and home.
The first protocol of Article 1 Protection of property.
This recommendation is based on adopted Development Plan policies, the
application of which does not prejudice the Human Rights of the applicant or any
third party.
12.0 Public Sector Equalities Duty
As set out in the Equalities Act 2010, all public bodies, in discharging their functions
must have “due regard” to this duty. There are 3 main aims:

Removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by people due to their
protected characteristics



Taking steps to meet the needs of people with certain protected
characteristics where these are different from the needs of other people



Encouraging people with certain protected characteristics to participate in
public life or in other activities where participation is disproportionately low.

Whilst there is no absolute requirement to fully remove any disadvantage the Duty is
to have “regard to” and remove or minimise disadvantage and in considering the
merits of this planning application the planning authority has taken into consideration
the requirements of the Public Sector Equalities Duty.
The proposal would not raise any specific impacts on persons with protected
characteristics.
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13.0 Planning Assessment
Location of development
Policy 2 (Core Spatial Strategy) and Policy 6 (Housing Distribution) of the Local Plan
require development to be located in accordance with the spatial strategy which
directs development to the 4 main towns and larger villages. However, the council’s
Housing Delivery Test result is at 69%, and so the presumption in favour of
sustainable development still applies in North Dorset. Policy 6 of North Dorset Local
Plan is the most relevant housing policy. Policy 2 and 20 of the local plan are
consistent with the aims of the NPPF. Policy 2 is the Council’s Core Spatial Strategy,
and follows national planning policy which seek to focus significant development on
locations which are or can be made sustainable (NPPF para 105), respond to local
circumstances and support housing developments that reflect local needs in rural
areas (NPPF para 78) and recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside (NPPF para 174). In recent appeal decisions the strategy was deemed
to be “broadly consistent with the Framework and still of significance”, and it is not
considered as out of date.
The site is located close to the settlement boundary of Child Okeford. However, in
policy terms the site is within the ‘countryside’ and development would normally be
strictly controlled, unless it is required to enable essential rural needs to be met.
Policy 20 Countryside reiterates this and lists two criteria where development would
be appropriate outside defined settlement boundaries, a) the type of development
set out in local plan policies or b) there is an overriding need for it to be in the
countryside. This proposal is contrary to these polices as it is outside the settlement
boundary for Child Okeford and not specifically for essential rural needs.
Whilst Dorset Council, in the area covered by the North Dorset Local Plan, are now
able to provide over 5 year of housing land supply the 2021 Housing Delivery Test
result means that the tilted balance, identified in paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF, which
applies the presumption that permission should be granted unless the application of
policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular importance provides a
clear reason for refusing the development or there would be adverse impacts which
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh its benefits.
In paragraph 7 of the NPPF it is identified that the purpose of the planning system is
to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. Paragraph 8 of the
NPPF identifies that achieving sustainable development means that the planning
system has three, interdependent, overarching objectives. These are identified as
being economic, social and environmental. The proposal shall be considered,
amongst other things, against these objectives.
The proposed development, by reason of its nature and scale, would: support and
require a modest amount of labour from the construction industry during the phases
of development; house a small number of people who would, in turn, make a small
contribution, through expenditure, to the viability of local retailers and service
providers; and also, once occupied, result in a slight increase in the amount of
Council Tax, which contributes to the delivery of services and investment, received
by the Council. Therefore, the proposal, by reason of its nature and scale, would
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make a small but still beneficial contribution to the economy.
The proposal, by reason of its scale and nature, would make a small contribution to
ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes are provided to meet the
needs of present and future generations. The proposal, by reason of its location in
close proximity to green infrastructure, would support the health and social and
cultural well-being of the occupants. Therefore, the proposal, by reason of its
location and nature would support the strength and health of the community.
The application site falls approximately 200m from the Child Okeford Settlement
Boundary and approximately 710m from the part of the settlement where a public
house, church, convenience store and Post Office can be found. A second public
house and the village hall can be found within the settlement further to the
north/north-west, whilst the St Nicholas C of E Primary School is located
approximately 430m to the north-west of the site. Child Okeford is served by buses
running between Yeovil and Blandford. Whilst vehicular access to the site is obtained
via a narrow single track, unlit road with no pavement future occupants of the site
would have benefit of the public rights of way (N35/3 and N35/36) through
neighbouring fields which lead directly into the Child Okeford Settlement Boundary,
therefore, occupiers of the proposed dwelling would not have to be solely dependent
on the private motor vehicle in order to reach services and facilities. In this respect,
the proposal would allow for progress towards a low carbon economy and for the
mitigation of climate change.
Scale, design, impact on character and appearance
Whilst the proposed building is an increase in scale over the existing stable building
the overall scale and massing of the proposed dwelling remains reasonably modest.
The structure would be roughly 67sqm in footprint with a dual pitch roof at
approximately 6.7m in overall height with an eaves height of 3.2m.
Following a site visit it was clear that the building would remain largely obscured by
existing tree and hedge screening when approached from Melway Lane, which is to
be retained (wider views of the site are discussed in a below section of this report).
The access lane is currently characterised by “modern” detached and semi-detached
dwellings located within the settlement boundary followed by a couple of larger brick
built properties with outbuildings set on large rural plots beyond the stream and the
limits of the settlement boundary. The introduction of this dwelling would essentially
serve as an ending point for development further from the village settlement
boundary, with its reduction in scale, design and use of materials representing a
natural transition between the residential built environment to the wider rural
landscape.
The design incorporates a mixture of both traditional and modern elements which
results in a simple yet characterful visual appearance. The building would be clad in
feather edge timber atop a facing brick plinth with a natural slate roof covering, the
overall design and use of materials are considered to respect and conform with the
rural aesthetics of the site and locality. In view of this, the proposal is considered by
officers to comply with the provisions of policy 4 and 24 of the Local Plan and the
NPPF.
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Impact on amenity
Policy 25 of the Local Plan deals with the issue of amenity in terms of: privacy and
private open space; sunlight and daylight; artificial light intrusion; noise and vibration;
and unpleasant emissions (such as odour and fumes).
The proposed site has no immediate neighbours whilst its modest scale would
ensure that it would have no detrimental impact upon the current levels of residential
amenity currently experienced by nearby residents. As such, officers consider that
the proposal would comply with the requirements of policy 25.
Impact on landscape or heritage assets
The site sits roughly 350m from the village conservation area and there would be no
harm to its setting. There are no listed buildings within close proximity to the
proposed dwelling.
The site sits just outside the Dorset AONB however its setting must be considered.
Concerns at the pre-application stage were raised in regard to the potential impact
that the erection of a dwellinghouse in this location may have upon the setting of the
AONB, as part of this application the applicant has submitted a Landscape Visual
Appraisal. Following the submission of this appraisal it is considered that whilst
views of the scheme may be possible from some public viewpoints particularly during
times of the year where tree/hedge coverage may be reduced due to loss of leaf, the
overall bulk of the proposal would still remain largely obstructed from view. Whilst
some views may be obtained from Hambledon Hill, again the building would be
largely obscured and read against the backdrop of natural screening whilst the
modest scale, design and use of materials would ensure that its appearance would
not be contrary to the rural nature of the site and its locality. As a result the dwelling
would not adversely affect the setting of the AONB, and would comply with Policy 4
of the Local Plan and the NPPF.
Access and Parking
The proposed dwelling would utilise an existing vehicular access which currently
serves the site. The existing access opens out onto a short spur lane who is shared
by owners of the neighbouring fields and forms the start of the public right of way
N35/36. Concerns have been raised by residents in regard to the applicant trying to
obtain sole use of this small stretch of lane, however the submitted redline plan
simply shows access to the site from the public highway, the scheme does not
propose any development on this stretch of the lane. Private land ownership or rights
of way are not planning issues. The council’s highway officer was consulted on the
application and raised no objections subject to condition. The proposal would comply
with the requirements of Policy 23 and the NPPF.
Ground water flooding
Concerns have been raised in regard to potential flooding of the site, it is noted that
the site forms part of an areas susceptible to groundwater flooding therefore Wessex
Water have been consulted on the application. Wessex Water have responded with
no objection to the proposed scheme.
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14.0 Conclusion
For the reasons given in the above assessment it is considered that the application
is acceptable. The benefit of providing a dwelling, in a sustainable location, would
not be outweighed by any identified demonstrable harm.
15.0 Recommendation
Grant subject to conditions:
1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than
the expiration of three years beginning with the date of this permission.
Reason: This condition is required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans: S2105 - dwg. no. 01, S2105 - dwg. no. 02, S2105 dwg. no. 01, S2105 - dwg. no. 03, S2105 - dwg. no. 04, S2105 - dwg. no. 05,
S2105 - dwg. no. 06, S2105 - dwg. no. 07, S2105 - dwg. no. 08
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3. The detailed biodiversity mitigation, compensation and enhancement/net gain
strategy set out within the approved Biodiversity Plan certified by the Dorset
Council Natural Environment Team on 27/01/2022 must be implemented in
accordance with any specified timetable and completed in full prior to the
substantial completion or the first bringing into use of the development hereby
approved, whichever is the sooner. Thereafter, unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the local planning authority, the mitigation, compensation and
enhancement/net gain measures shall be permanently maintained and
retained.
Reason: To mitigate, compensate and enhance/provide net gain for impacts on
biodiversity.
4. No external lighting shall be installed until details of the lighting scheme have
been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Thereafter the external lighting scheme shall be installed operated and
maintained in accordance with the agreed details.
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Reason: To protect visual amenities and avoid nuisance to adjoining
properties.
5. Prior to development above damp proof course level, details (including colour
photographs) of all external facing materials for the wall(s) and roof(s) shall
have been submitted to, and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. Thereafter, the development shall proceed in accordance with such
materials as have been agreed.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory visual appearance of the development.
6. Prior to the commencement of any development hereby approved, an
Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS) prepared by a qualified tree specialist
providing comprehensive details of construction works in relation to trees that
have the potential to be affected by the development must be submitted to, and
approved in writing by the Council. All works must be carried out in accordance
with the approved details. In particular, the AMS must provide the following: a)
a specification for protective fencing to trees and hedges during both
demolition and construction phases which complies with BS5837 (2012) and a
plan indicating the alignment of the protective fencing; b) a specification for
scaffolding of building works and ground protection within the tree protection
zones in accordance with BS5837 (2012); c) a schedule of tree work
conforming to BS3998; d) details of the area for storage of materials, concrete
mixing and any bonfires; e) plans and particulars showing proposed cables,
pipes and ducts above and below ground as well as the location of any
soakaway or water or sewerage storage facility; f) details of any no-dig
specification for all works within the root protection area for retained trees: g)
details of the supervision to be carried out by the developers tree specialist.
Reason: This information is required to be submitted and agreed before any
work starts on site to ensure that the trees and hedges deemed worthy of
retention on-site will not be damaged prior to, or during the construction works.
7. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and reenacting that Order) (with or without modification) no garages, sheds or other
outbuildings permitted by Class E of Schedule 2 Part 1 of the 2015 Order shall
be erected or constructed.
Reason: To protect amenity and the character of the area.
8. Before the development hereby approved is occupied or utilised the
turning/manoeuvring and parking shown on Drawing Number 02 must have
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been constructed. Thereafter, these areas, must be permanently maintained,
kept free from obstruction and available for the purposes specified.
Reason: To ensure the proper and appropriate development of the site and to
ensure that highway safety is not adversely impacted upon.
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